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Scripture Use in Adult
Literacy Fluency Classes:

Cassettes with Bible
Readings and Songs.

By Getruth Tauan

[The Tungag language is spoken by about
16,000 people living on Lovongai Island in

New Ireland Province. The Tungag New
Testament was dedicated in July, 1999. A few
people have been trained to promote the use

of the NT by providing help for adults who
have not had a lot of reading instruction.

Getruth Tauan is one of these Adult Literacy
teachers and shares one way in which they

are trying to help adults read and understand
the translated Scriptures  better.]

This is something we are using in our
Fluency Reading Classes in the Tungag
language area.

Songs
We prepared a cassette that has short Bible

readings on it. Each Bible reading is
accompanied by a song, that talks about the
same thing. The song is printed on a big chart
to enable the class to read it. Hang the chart so
the whole class will see it clearly. Play the tape
and ask the class to listen to the first song as
they read along on the chart (the teacher uses a
pointer to point out the words as they are sung).
Then play the song again and ask the class to
sing together with the cassette. Stop the cassette
recorder and ask the class to sing on their own.
Then ask some questions (that you have
prepared beforehand) about the song. This
question time can lead to people giving a
testimony about what the words of the song
mean to them personally.

Readings
Play the cassette again so the Bible reading

comes on. Every student should have a Bible
on hand, find the passage and read quietly along
with the Bible reading.(If no Bible available,
use a printout of the Bible passage). Rewind
the tape to the beginning of the Bible reading
and this time tell the students to try to read out
loud,  along with the cassette. The reading can
then be done another time, with or without the
cassette playing. Individuals can be assigned
to read the whole passage or part of it. Then
ask three simple questions from the reading to
make sure that they understand what they have
read. You can ask them to make up a question
and ask it to another group or individual. Look
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up cross references if applicable, depending on
how much time you have. These exercises help
to make sure that the students understand what
they are reading.

Writing Exercises
 Different writing assignments can be done.

Here is one example:

Ask the students to write down every word
that starts with a letter from the alphabet. The
Tungag alphabet has 17 letters. The students
must look at the song and write down all the
words behind each of the letters of the alphabet.
This can be done in groups or individually,
depending on the size of the class. The teacher
leads the class in doing this for one letter at a
time.

Example of what this looks like for the first
Tungag song on the cassette:

“Kam mengen kag lam I kakig

Malangas si keve taun.

Ka ausingai anig, ka ato iau,

Ka akalit iau ta selen.”

A ausingai, anig, ato, akalit
I I, iau
K kam, kag, kakig, keve, ka,
L lam
M mengen, malangas
S selen, si
T ta, taun

Before the lesson starts, the teacher should
make sure the following materials are available:

Cassette Player and cassette; Tok Ples Bibles
or books that have the Bible reading printed in
them; songs printed on a chart; chalkboard and
chalk; duster; alphabet chart; notebooks and
pencils for the students, or lapboards and
chalk.✍
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